CASE STUDY

GlaxoSmithKline – EPiServer Web Platform

CHALLENGE
In a world of increasing online
engagement, a first-rate experience
is paramount for the success of many
products. This is increasingly true
for consumer healthcare products,
such as the Nicotine Replacement
Therapy (NRT) products marketed
by the global pharmaceutical giant
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK).
GSK approached Priocept in 2010 to help
extend, improve and support its global
NRT web application platform. The primary
function of these NRT web applications

REQUIREMENTS
GSK had ambitious plans to roll out the
NRT application platform across a range
of different countries and markets, covering
over fifteen different languages, supporting
marketing and product launch activities
in each of these areas. The updated web
platform needed to be highly engaging
for users, both through the application
experience and by the modes of
engagement. This meant that the existing
application architecture – designed for
a single market, a single language (English)
and a single channel (desktop web
browser) – needed to be updated to cater
for multi-lingual, multi-market and
multi-channel use, recognising users in
their language whichever device (browser,
mobile, tablet, etc.) they chose to use to
access the online tools. In addition, GSK
had a clear requirement for non-technical
digital product owners and content authors
to be able to make modifications to both
the content on the website, and to the
rules governing when content should
be displayed, making the solution
more complicated than many typical
content-managed websites.

is to act as a Behavioural Support
Programme (BSP) to users of GSK smoking
cessation products, helping them to track
their smoking habits and plan a reduction
in smoking or quitting altogether.
The features of the BSP include the ability
for users to track their smoking temptations
and the number of cigarettes smoked, in
addition to tracking the reasons for giving
in to a cigarette and their motivations for
quitting. Many studies have proven that
NRT in conjunction with a behavioural
support program (BSP) increases a smoker’s

chances of quitting. The original system
had been designed for English-language
markets only, and so the key challenge
was to evolve the system to cater for
a global rollout supporting over fifteen
countries and languages.
This case study explores how Priocept
developed the application over 9 months
from a mono-lingual, single-market tool
into a global, multi-lingual, multi-channel
and multi-market platform using Alterian
Dynamic Messenger and the Google
Android mobile platform.

SOLUTION
A key part of the solution to these exacting
requirements was to use the same system
or “engine” for content management as for
the management of the content “rules”
governing when particular content should
be displayed. In this case, EPiServer was the
incumbent content management system
(CMS) in place, and Priocept decided to
retain this CMS due to the large amount
of logic and functionality already present
in the legacy English-language web
application. This allows content editors
and digital product owners in different
markets and countries to configure the
content display rules according to
the requirements of their own market.

Content delivery rules
The web platform uses a “rules engine”
to determine when to show particular text
and images (“content”). These activation
and weighting rules are configured within
EPiServer CMS rather than being “baked
into” the application or hidden in obscure
configuration files.
Exposing the content delivery rules directly
to content editors and digital product
owners gives these users real flexibility
and power to configure the application for
their market in the most appropriate way
possible, without affecting the rules for
other markets or countries. Ultimately, this
results in an optimum user experience for
all customers, as they see only the content
appropriate for their market and country.

Optimising the user experience
In order to optimise the user experience
(UX) when using the online tools, Priocept
used A/B testing techniques to analyse
user behaviour across key parts of the
online application. Behaviour tracking
was done using Adobe SiteCatalyst
Powered by Omniture.
This enabled Priocept to identify the most
effective UX for particular user types and
update the user interface accordingly.
The result was a significant increase in the
number of people registering and signing
up for email alerts.

Increasing customer
engagement
A key driver for the global rollout
of the online NRT BSP platform was to
increase engagement with customers.
Priocept used three main ways
to increase customer engagement:
Improved User Experience (UX)
Mobile Apps
Reminder Emails
The combination of these three features
proved to be a powerful way to improve
customers’ experience of the platform.

SOLUTION
Multiple interactive
multilingual mobile apps
A major addition to the GSK offering was a
series of mobile applications which allow
users to record smoking temptation events
whether in a bar or watching TV at home.
Priocept developed mobile applications
for Android mobile devices which worked
both online (3G or WiFi) or offline
(disconnected). The applications allow
users to track smoking temptation events
even when out of signal range (such as
when underground), and then synchronise
the data later. When the user next logs on,
they see the data synchronised previously
from the mobile app.
To support the mobile apps, Priocept
designed and built a web services API
using Windows Communication
Foundation (WCF) services. The API
is platform independent and includes
advanced features designed to support
both legacy and new versions of the
mobile applications, but also to allow
newer communication protocols to be
rolled out without breaking older versions.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES
The key technologies used by
Priocept to expand and develop the
GlaxoSmithKline NRT platform included:
EPiServer CMS v5 and v6
(www.episerver.com)
Microsoft Windows Server 2008,
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 and
Microsoft ASP.NET 3.5 on IIS7
WCF for the web service API
for mobile devices
Interactive mobile applications for
Android mobile devices linking to the
web platform via the web services API
Alterian Dynamic Messenger
email delivery platform

RESULTS
Taking what was a mono-lingual,
English-only web application designed
for a single market, Priocept has
transformed the product into
a multi-lingual global web platform
for multiple markets and brands,
supporting Latin, Cyrillic, Arabic and
Chinese character sets, per-market
customisations, and support for
interactive mobile applications via a
fully-featured and optimised mobile API.
This has enabled GlaxoSmithKline
to expand its Behavioural Support
Programme for its Nicotine Replacement
Therapy products into several new

markets and increase its brand presence
globally in the rapidly-growing area
of online consumer healthcare.
Content authors and digital product
owners in many different markets and
countries can configure the content
rules and email rules to suit their local
requirements. This, combined with in-depth
A/B and multi-variant testing, provided
enhanced engagement for GSK’s customers
and a notable increase in the number
of customers successfully quitting
or reducing their smoking habit.
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